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The BBC, Savile, Panorama and Newsnight: closed system,
closed minds?

Charlie Beckett argues that the Savile scandal is not only damaging for the BBC’s
reputation but also a symbol of the kind of institutional problems the BBC has. 

I don’t know them personally, but I am sure the BBC managers f rom Peter Rippon
upwards are all well- intentioned and able people. But their def ensive, closed-ranks
approach to the long-term Savile scandal and the short- term Newsnight blunder shows
that they have been institutionally incompetent.

They are not alone. We’ve seen it across other organisations – including Parliament – which have been
reluctant to accept responsibility and whose instincts are to avoid any risk to their power.

In the BBC’s case it ’s of ten an honest desire to protect what they see as their role as keepers of  a
national treasure. Sadly, that inward- looking attitude now endangers the reputation of  the thing they
love.

Too many BBC managers have never worked anywhere else. Their careers and world-views are bound up
in that institution. Outsiders with f resh ideas and a dif f erent perspective are not encouraged. There is
f ierce internal competit ion that of ten stif les innovation, but lit t le openness to external viewpoints.

That doesn’t mean they are to blame f or the decades- long Savile abuses. Those were also sanctioned
by the sexist, uncaring values of  that period in history. It was the evil adventure of  a determined and
devious individual. Other organisations like the NHS were culpable.

Likewise, let’s put the Newsnight controversy in perspective. The Newsnight debacle is f amiliar to anyone
who’s seen editors under pressure make unf ortunate decisions in a culture where risk is rarely rewarded
and where ‘brave’ is a term of  mockery. I doubt there was any direct attempt by senior bosses to kill that
f ilm.

But the way that the investigation by such a credible journalist as Liz MacKean was dismissed while
resources were lavished on a hagiography of  a pervert is a ghastly juxtaposition. The Newsnight story is
damaging to BBC journalism’s reputation, but is more important as a symbol of  the kind of  institutional
problems the BBC has that meant it  f ailed to address the much, much greater f ault of  sheltering a
paedophile.

Let’s remember af ter all, that one of  journalism’s key roles is supposed to be rocking the boat, thumbing
the nose at the f amous and holding power to account. This week’s Panorama has helped belatedly to
restore some f aith in the BBC’s ability to do that, paradoxically by revealing the wider f ailure to hold itself
to that task.

This art icle was f irst published on Charlie Beckett’s POLIS blog
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at @charliebeckett

You may also be interested in the following posts (automatically generated):

1. There is an immediate mess to be cleared up and then the BBC needs longer term restructuring
(8.7)

2. In any walk of  lif e ef f ective communication relies on credibility, emotion, and logic. George
Entwistle f ailed on each count. (6.2)

3. Can You Report Tactical Voting In A Balanced Way? (5.5)
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